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Dear Editor,
BMC Med Educ

We are now pleased to finally submit our further improved manuscript, that you previously in your mail to us March 16, in principle already has accepted for publication in the journal.

However before publication you asked us to further improve the quality of the written English and particularly the abstract section. We have considerably improved the written English by support from a native English-speaking colleague that ensures the quality. We have also again gone through the manuscript formatting checklist to ensure that our manuscript now conforms to all the points.

We would sincerely ask you for a prompt handling of our final manuscript and a rapid final acceptance and publication. We are deeply depending on a rapid final processing from your editorial office since our university is waiting for this article to be published since it should be included in a PhD Thesis in May. This PhD dissertation has already been postponed once because of the delay in finale editorial decision. So please could you now speed up the process. Could we have your decision/publication in one week from now?

With best wishes,
Margaretha Wilhelmsson and Tomas Faresjö